Aerobics Schedule

5:45
6:15
8:15
9:15
9:15
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:30
4:15
4:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

RowFit** - Greg
Quick Fit- Greg
Crossfit**- Kendall
Zumba- Gwen
Water Fitness- Michelle
Low Impact Aquatics- Annette
Yoga*- Betsy H.
Silver Sneakers Classic- Dustin
Row Fit** - Greg
Quick Fit - Greg
Postnatal- Michelle
Revolution (Spin)*- Catherine
Body Challenge- Trish
Prenatal Aquatics- Michelle J
CrossFit**-Joe/ Kaley

Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Aerobics Floor
Lap Pool
Lap Pool
Classroom 1
Aerobics Floor
Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Spin Room
Aerobics Floor
Lap Pool
Basketball Court

*-Indicates Sign Up Recommended
**-Indicates Sign Up and Additional
Fee

WEDNESDAY

Spin Room
Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Spin Room
Basketball Court
Lap Pool
Classroom 1
Aerobics Floor
Basketball Court
Spin Room
Aerobics Floor
Lap Pool
Classroom 1
Spin Room
Basketball Court
Aerobics Floor

THURSDAY

Revolution (Spin)*- Jodi
CrossFit**-Greg
CrossFit** - Greg
Body Challenge- Stephanie
Revolution (Spin )*- Crystal
CrossFit** - Greg
Low Impact- Emily
Yoga* - Crystal
Stretch & Flex- Fitness Staff
CrossFit**-Kendall
Spin 2*- Jay
Triple Threat- Gina
Water Fitness- Emily
Yoga*- Susan M.
Revolution (Spin) *- Shaun
CrossFit**- Jay
Zumba- Gwen

FRIDAY

6:00
6:00
8:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:15
12:15
4:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

Call 828-266-1060 for more information
Participants may sign up 2 days in advance

SAT

TUESDAY

MONDAY

(Effective August 2016)

6:00
6:00
8:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:15
12:15
4:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

Revolution (Spin)*- Jay
CrossFit**-Greg
CrossFit**-Greg
Body Challenge- Trish
Revolution (Spin)*- Tiffany
CrossFit**- Greg
Low Impact- Emily
Yoga* - Crystal
Stretch & Flex- Fitness Staff
Revolution (Spin)*- Shannon
CrossFit**-Kendall
Triple Threat – Gina
Water Fitness- Emily
CrossFit**- Jay
Yoga* - Lauren G.
Zumba- Gwen

5:45 RowFit** - Greg
6:15 Quick Fit- Greg
8:15 Revolution (Spin)*- Jodi
8:15 Crossfit**- Kendall
9:15 Strength and Grace- Crystal
9:15 Water Fitness- Michelle
10:15 Low Impact Aquatics- Annette
10:30 Yoga*-Betsy H.
11:00 Silver Sneakers Classic- Dustin
12:00 Row Fit**- Greg
12:30 Quick Fit - Greg
4:15 Zumba- Gwen
4:15 Postnatal- Michelle
5:30 Revolution (Spin)*- Misty /Staff
5:30 Prenatal Aquatics- Michelle J
5:30 Body Challenge- Pam
5:30 CrossFit**-Joe/ Kaley

6:00
8:15
9:15
9:30
10:30
11:00
12:15
12:15
5:00

9:00
9:15
9:15
9:15

CrossFit**-Greg
CrossFit**-Greg
BodyChallenge- Stephanie
CrossFit** - Greg
Yoga* - Crystal
Stretch & Flex- Fitness Staff
Revolution (Spin)*- Shannon
CrossFit**-Greg
CrossFit**-Jaco

Yoga*- Staff
Revolution (Spin)*- Staff
CrossFit**-Staff
Zumba - Variable Saturdays

(Check with Front Desk for monthly schedule)
10:30 Yoga*- Staff
10:30 Water Fitness- Staff
11:00 Stretch & Flex- Fitness Staff

Spin Room
Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Spin
Basketball Court
Lap Pool
Classroom 1
Aerobics Floor
Spin Room
Basketball Court
Aerobics Floor
Lap Pool
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Aerobics Floor

Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Spin Room
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Lap Pool
Lap Pool
Classroom 1
Aerobics Floor
Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Aerobics Floor
Classroom 1
Spin Room
Lap Pool
Aerobics Floor
Basketball Court

Basketball Court
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Basketball Court
Classroom 1
Aerobics Floor
Spin Room
Basketball Court
Basketball Court

Classroom 1
Spin Room
Basketball Court
Aerobics Floor
Classroom 1
Lap Pool
Aerobics Floor









Classroom 2 and Spin Room are located on the second floor.
All Yoga classes meet on the second floor in Classroom 1.
Track and Aerobics Floor are located on the second floor.
Stretch & Flex classes meet on the aerobics floor.
All aerobics classes will last approximately 1 hour unless otherwise noted.
Beginners are always welcome in all classes. If you are a beginner, please arrive a few minutes prior to class to meet the instructor.
All aerobics instructors will conduct a class for all fitness levels, unless the class is labeled for a specific fitness level. See spin classes for various levels.
*This schedule is effective August 2016 and is subject to change. Watch the board at the front desk for instructor changes.
www.wellness.apprhs.org

BODY CHALLENGE: This class will work each body part for one hour. In
that hour you will challenge your body through endurance and strength
training.

STRENGTH & GRACE: A fusion of yoga, pilates and ballet. Classes are
designed to flatten abs, tone thighs and lift seats while improving flexibility
and sculpting your body. Think strength training with the poise needed to
give you that dancer's body.

CROSSFIT: With constantly varied, high-intensity functional movements,
CrossFit is a training philosophy that coaches people of all shapes and sizes
to improve their physical well-being and cardiovascular fitness in a
hardcore yet accepting and encouraging environment.

STRETCH AND FLEX: A 45-minute class incorporating basic resistance and
stretching exercises. Perfect for the senior citizen or for the beginning
exerciser.

FIT FOR LIFE (Healthy Hearts): A 1 hour class consisting of cardiovascular
training and moderate strength training for those who currently have
hypertension or heart complications including heart disease or coronary
artery disease. Perfect for those who are clinically stable and/or have
graduated from a cardiac rehab program and need some supervision and
group support. Physician referral required.
PRENATAL AQUATICS: This class is offered free to pregnant women,
members and non-members with a physician's referral. The content
emphasizes maintaining cardiovascular and muscular fitness throughout
pregnancy to improve circulation, digestion, posture, flexibility, increase
energy and endurance as well as improve muscle tone to support joints, the
lower back and the muscles of the pelvic floor. Exercise is also useful in the
prevention of excessive weight gain. Bring your swimwear and a bottle of
water and join in the fun!
POSTNATAL FITNESS - This class is offered free to new mom's of babies
from
6 weeks to 6 months of age. The content includes both cardio and weight
training to help you regain your strength and replenish yourself for the
demanding role of motherhood. Bring your baby with you and enjoy some
mommy time! Physicians referral required.
QUICKFIT: A high intensity conditioning class that delivers maximum results
in minimum time. Quick Fit workouts involve working your way through
a series of 90 second stations.
ROWFIT: RowFit is a unique class combining indoor rowing, running and
other
strengthening exercises. The short, but intense class will
challenge both mind and body.
REVOLUTION (SPINNING): A smooth, safe cycling workout welcoming
participants of all fitness levels. Experience the reality of the mind/body
connection that is the core of obtaining complete fitness and health. Please
arrive 10 minutes early for your first class to learn proper bike set-up and
basic spinning techniques. Please note we no longer have classes labeled 13. Participants and instructors can safely modify any class to the fit any
fitness level. If you are new to class we encourage you to arrive early,
introduce yourself, and discuss any class modifications with your
instructor.
Silver Sneakers Classic: Have fun and move to the music through a variety of
exercises designed to increase muscular strength, range of movement, and
activities of daily living. Hand-held weights, elastic tubing with handles,
and a silver sneakers ball are offer for resistance. A chair is available if
needed for seated or standing support.

TRIPLE THREAT10 Minutes of blasting fat and strengthening your entire body with a workout
fitness experts have been raving about. Tabata features 20 second intervals of
extreme exercise, followed by 10 seconds of rest, repeated eight times without
pause.
20 Minutes-Devoted to toning all major muscle groups, while improving
muscle strength and definition, we will incorporate a variety of equipment.
15 Minutes-Of intense core exercises. A strong core is integral to overall
strength, posture, and daily life. By using your own body as resistance, you
can
build a more powerful core and improve your entire fitness ability.
LOW IMPACT WATER FITNESS: This class is offered for people with
challenged joints and goals to increase their fitness levels. This is a whole
body program with deep water options, strengthening, and whole body
range of motion moves.
WATER FITNESS: This is hi-lo impact class in the lap pool (may be in deep
water or in the shallow area). Instructors may use kickboards, weights, and
noodles for a fun and exciting water based fitness class.
YOGA: Yoga, the most ancient physical discipline in existence today. Through
regular practice of yoga postures and breathing techniques, you may
experience increased flexibility and strength, relief of physical and mental
tension, enhanced functioning of all the body systems, and an overall sense
of health and well-being. Please note we no longer have classes label gentle or
power yoga. All instructors teach differently and each class can be modified
to any fitness level. If you are new to class we encourage you to arrive early,
introduce yourself, and discuss any class modifications with your instructor.
Yin Flow: Yin Flow yoga focuses on moving methodically and mindfully
through your practice. This is a slow paced but challenging class that
incorporates a mixture of gentle poses that are held for a longer time (two to
three minutes) and slow vinyasa flow. By moving slowly and holding the
poses, we invite a deeper opening in the connective tissues and ligaments of
the body, which can allow for more flexibility (in mind and body) over time.

Zumba® Fitness fuses hypnotic latin rhythms and easy to follow moves to create a
dynamic workout that will blow you away. The routines feature interval
training sessions where fast and slow rhythms and resistance training are
combined to tone and sculpt your body while burning fat

